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Between Yiddish and
llebrew-and Greek?
Thoughts on the
Langriage(s) ofJewish
History

I welcorne Avi Bernstein-Nahar's in-

vitation to comment on the interesting roundtable discussion de-

voted to "The lJses of History in Concemporary Jewish

Historical writing." This discussion marks the latest flowering

of an important rrend that has surfaced over the past two decades

in the field oflewish studies: namely, a reflexive turn character-

ized by an increased willingness both to study the history of our

scholarly forebears and to contemplare the place of our voices in

the narratives we construqt. It is not my aim here to dig deeply

into the causes of the turn; Suffice it to say that this trend gained

momenn]m in the wake of a broader "linguistic turn" in human' '

istic discourse. In the field of histor/, the increased focus on

semiotic and rhetoricai formations in'historiographical texts

challenged the objectivity claims of their authors, at least in part,

by challenging the distinction between fact and fiction' This

cirallenge consequently impelled and emboldened authors to im-

plicate th.ms.lv.s rather self-consciously in dre stories they

iell-leading to the ,,confessional" impulse that attends much

scholarly writing todaY'

Within the more limited and insular domain ofJewish histori-

ography, Yosef Yerushalmi's Zakhor Gg8t) drew widespread at-
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tention to the craft of the modern Jewish historian. In particular,
Yerushalmi poignandy concluded that the modernJewish schol-
ar, beholden to the new scientific standards of the day, could not
fulfill the role of custodian of )ewish collective memory. Ever
since, from the first reviews of this book to Hava Tirosh-Samuel-
son's recent cri de coeurregarding the impotence of academicJew-
ish studies, debate has raged over the role and relevance ofJewish
scholarship in the construction of modernJewish identities.

The complex status of the modern Jewish historical scholar
stands at the heart of the roundtable discussion. All of the partic-
ipants seem intent, at one point or another, on rescuing the mod-
ern historian from the abyss of antiquarianism. Avi Bernstein-
Nahar, Elliot Wolfson, and Bob Gibbs all admire Chava
Weissler's attempt to recover the voices of early modern Ash-
kenazic Jewish woman, recognizing that this effort is deeply in-
formed by contemporary commitments. Meanwhile, Jenna
Joselit, who is less comfortable "introducing very contemporary
concerns and injecting them back into the past," nonetheless
"admire[s] historians who put themselves into the service of the

Jewish community."Jenna herself manifests here an ambivalence
that has accompanied the enterprise of modern Jewish scholar-
ship from its inception; this ambivalence is born of the desire to
remain steadfastly devoted to prevailing standards of scholarly
method and probity, while at the same time putting one's intel-
lecrual labors in the service of the Jewish communiry.

It is important to emphasize that neither the ambivalence nor
the double-edged allegiances of the modern Jewish scholar are

new. The founding scholars of the Wissenschuft des Judentums ral-
lied around Immanuel Wolfs belief in the eternal "bond of sci-
ence, the bond of pure rationality, the bond of fi-uth." At the
same time, these youngJewish intellectuals determined that one
of their group's primary tasks should be "to harmonize, by way
of educational work, the Jews with the present age and with the
states wherever they live" (Statutes of the Verein fiir Kultur und
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wissenschaft d,er Juden, r8zz). The clear mobilization of scholar-

ship for the benefit of the group continued in the succeeding

generation, as wissenscbaft now became a tool of denominational

distinction. Perhaps the most compelling affirmation of this mo-

bilization was Heinrich Graetz's tarr response to Leopoldzunz

when the latter expressed surprise that the younger Graetz was

writingyet "another history of theJews." "But this dme," Graetz

retorted, "a Jewish historyl"-that is, a narrative full of un-

abashed Jewish pathos.

countless other examples could be adduced to demonstrate

that struggle between the poles of pure scholarship and commu-

nal obligation has been a constanr fearure of modern Jewish his-

torical research. While Yosef Yerushalmi makes clear the fealty

of the modern scholar to scientific standards, it is important to

recall ) la Amos Funkenstein that collectrve Jewish memory was

a matter of concern not only to the premodern chronicler, but to

the nineteenth-century historian as well. In this respect, chava

weissler would seem ro belong to a noble lineage of scholarly

predecessors who use scholarship to consffuct an image of the

past in support of a present-day vtston.

But is there not something ne w in the present moment beyond

the double-edged commitment to scholarly norms and commu-

nal obligarion? I would suggest that there is, and it is related pre-

cisely to what Jenna Joselit felt most uncomfortable with: the

insertion of self into the account of the past. In stalk contlast to

Ranke's charge "to extinguish the self," this impulse reaches be-

yond the common-sense assumption of the scholar's inescapabie

conringency ro a bold upending of methodological conventions.

In an earlier time, Max Weber allowed for exrra-scholbrly con-

siderations to help shape a research question, but still ended up

preserving the possibility of the wedrei' Does Weber's idea of
lvalue-free" make any sense in our contemporary intellecrual

world? Does not our postmodern skepticism explode altogether

the myth of scholarly dispassion and objectivity? For some, it
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clearly seems to. For instance, in a text such as Daniel Boyarin's
(Jnheroic Conduct: Tbe Rise of Heterosexuality and tbe Inuention of
the Jewisb Mnn, the autlor not only declares unabashedly what

his political goal i5-"16 reclaim the eroticized Jewish male sis-

sy"-6o, readily confesses his own biographical affinities with
that model. The resulting narrative fits neatly into the contours

shaped by his declared goals and autobiography. But while es-

chewing the aim of value-free scholarship, Boyarin does not
abandon time-honored methods of texrual analysis and historical

contextualization. In this sense, he continues to speak with two

voices, as does Chava Weissler in consciously addressing her

dual audience (scholars and feminists). In neither Boyarin's nor
Weissler's case is the presence of nvo voices so noticeable or nov-

el, for variations of the theme existed, as we have seen, in earlier

generations of schoiars. Rather, it is the current willingness to

acknowledge and revel in this condition that is new.

Bob Gibbs's own language in grasping this phenomenon is re-

vealing. He referred to Chava's commitment to "using-ways of
thinking that are not normally a pzrt of scholarly style" as a form
of writing "in Yiddish" (which closely parallels what Jonathan
Boyarin has called "thinking in Jewish"). By "Yiddish," Bob

meant something other than Chava's interest in Yiddish-lan-

guage tekhines. He meant, I imagine, Yiddish's current status as a

postcolonial, diasporist, anti-establishmentarian linguistic cul-

rure. The evident contrast is to the hegemonic Flebrew, trans-

formed from the source of endless and ethereal rabbinic

conversations to the brawny tongue of scholarly authority and

popular culture. Apart from this remarkable shift in the status of
Flebrew, it is striking to see how the roundtable participants

comfortably embrace this bilingual world of Yiddish and He-
brew. Avi Bernstein-Nahar speaks of two approaches to histo-

ry-fie more conventional "descriptive" regime, and the second

mode of "idealizing the past for purposes of contemporary cri-
tique." Meanwhile, Elliot Wolfson acknowledges his allegiance
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to ,,the notion of contexrual reading and historical-philological

,.frot"rrttip" while also seeking (with caution) to "retrieve voices

from the p"r, ont of the materials I snrdy'"

Finding the balance betweel these impulses is tralf the.batde;

the other"half is acknowledging them' It is particuh-tly il this lat-

ter effort that the book whilch bat'id Ruderman zndl edited' Tbe

Jewish Past Reuisited', may not have tealized its promise' One of

our aims was to encourage historians to reflect back on scholars

who had inspired o, i,,tlig't"d them in their own labors' The

payotflay in capturing the n that our own

era seems to demand' Acc Tony Grafton

came closest to achieving this go the nineteenth-

lassicistJakob Bernays' By contrast' he

didn't quite pull it off in his srudy of

g to flesh oui the cultural universe of

the Kaiserreich and Weiriar Germany from which young Ger-

hard emerged. But there is a certain confusion here' What Bob

lauds in Grafton and laments in Idel is the degree to which the

wo scholars contexrualized their scholarly forebears' And yet,

isn't the story of how Bernays's and Scholem's "acrual lives im-

ping.a on *hr, they wrote aboutJewish history" the one histo-

ii"ri, orrrrlly tell? Or the story they are expected to tell as

contexrually sensitive scholars? I'm not sure how innovative it is

to provide a thick contextual description or to demonstrate an

awareness of the way in which 
" 

p"" scholar dealt with a schol-

arly forebear of his. io *y mind, what r13ul{ have been 
""ly ll-

usual and new would be a gen rinely self-reflective enterpnse m

which the present-day scf,olar contemplates openly on what

drew her/him to the ,.hol" on whom s/he chose to ivrite' That

is what The Jewish Past Reaisit

fully succeed in achieving-i
grained inhibitions of scho

the life-line of Wissenschaft'

volume's essays, one can tbt"i" a glimpse at the spiritual kinships
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and anxieties ofinfluence that connect the current generation of
scholars to their scholarly forebears. But the reader shouldn't
have to become a cryptographer to decipher the esoteric truths
hidden within the essays.

Generously, Avi Bernstein-Nahar sought to squeeze out of my
own contributions to this volume the glimmers of self-reflection.
He did so because he noted an inhibition on my part "to move

from historical critique to broader reflection on the purposes in-
scribed in writing history." I share Avi's recognition of my own
failing in this regard, and will try now to render the latent more
manifest. To a great extent, my o\.vn scholarly work is a series of
debts, responses, and challenges to Yosef Yerushalmi, my teach-
er. Yerushalmi (and Nietzsche before him) set out for me the ba-

sic problem of history that pervades the modern sense of self:

how is it possible to avoid the grinding jaws of historicism that
reduce every event, text, or actor to a heap of contextual -dust?

FIow can historians make sense of the past in a coherent and

meaningful way? The answers I have found to these questions
are signaled in my various remarks here regarding the dual am-
bitions of the modern scholar. What I identi$z in the founding
generations of Wissenschnft du Judentums or, for that matter, in
the first generation of Jerusalem scholars is a "ceaseless media-
rion between critical history and collective memory," berween,

we might say, Flebrew and Yiddish. It is no accident that this
ceaseless mediation ceaselessly interests me. For it is my lot as

much as it was my predecessors'. I too swing between the poles

of history and memory, between the consensual (and ever-
changing) standards of the historical profession and the ineradi-
cable presence of my Jewishness. It seems too obvious to state

that a major motivation for my study of previous generations of
historians is to enhance my own self-understanding as both his-
torian and Jew. But let it be said. Let it also be said that I can nei-
ther envisage nor wholeheartedly recommend the end of this
balancing act of the Jewish historian. To live in two cultures, to
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s beyond the mere recognition of
predicative and ethical language"

name or give voice to that which

cannor be named. But how can any Jewish historian, especially

one who is not a student of the shoah, operationalize this prin-

ciple? one way to do so is to redouble our commitrnent to un-

derstanding and representing the texrured vitality of Jewish

cultural existence berween crises and before the "cataclysm." By

giving voice ro the vibrant cultural cacophony that was stilled in

th. Sho"h, we move closer to understanding its enormity'

Our understanding will, unavoidably, be imperfect'. We have

n it: In fact, we Jewish historians,

h essors, sPeak wo languages, lle-
b between them energizes us, but

our unceasing attempt to navigate between the particular. and

universal? contemplating this quesrion-namelyr that the real

struggle we face is between Flebrew and Greek-is no mere in-

tellecrual game. In forcing us to face the broader non-Jewish

world, it exposes our passions and, at times, refines our moral in-

stincts by derLanding empathy, copsolation, and forgiveness'

Perhaps even more fundamentally, it makes us consider in which

contextual and interpretive universe we choose to situate our-

selves. IA4rat it does not, and cannot, do is transport us beyond

our modern historicist moorings. This may seem to be nothing

more than a Sisyphean retreat to our starting point, but the path

to genuine self-reflection and ethical responsibility is a torruous

one indeed-one that must be joined, even if not completed'


